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Idioms – a pain in the neck, or a piece of cake? To learners of English, they
can be either. These phrases that are not what they seem, or that don’t quite
fit the rules of grammar can be a real headache. And yet, as a glance at the
introduction to the Oxford Learner’s Dictionary of English Idioms will show,
idioms are all around us: advertisers use them to grab our attention;
journalists would be lost without them, and in our everyday conversation,
we use them all the time, whether we’re talking shop or just making small
talk. We use idioms to add emphasis or interest, and conversely, we use
them to be lazy, simply because it’s easier to pick a ready-made phrase ‘off
the peg’ than to come up with something fresh and original every time that
we speak. And though the play on words is the bread and butter of the
headline writer, we all use idioms whenever we write – so far you’ll have
spotted eight in this paragraph, and there are more to come!

So, there’s no avoiding idioms, and, as a teacher, you may have mixed
feelings about them, since they seem to make the difficult task of learning
a language even harder. On the other hand, you can turn them to your
advantage by encouraging your students to enjoy the creative and colourful
aspect of language that idioms represent. Working with idioms can be
motivating and fun, and to help explore them, here’s a baker’s dozen of
light-hearted activities to do in conjunction with the Oxford Learner’s

Dictionary of English Idioms. They can be downloaded and printed out for
use in class or for homework. By the way, if you’ve forgotten how many
a baker’s dozen is, I suggest that for starters, you try the numbers game
  G    ‘Putting two and two together’!
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A

On the house

The clues are in the picture. Using your idioms dictionary, look up the
words for the things that you can see and find the idioms that mean:

1 make somebody believe something that isn’t true

2 get very angry

3 smoke a lot

4 make somebody very annoyed

5 give somebody a chance to do something

6 a time when something is possible

Example:

1  lead somebody up the garden path
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Do we speak the same language?

Most idioms are unique to one language, and they are often amusing when
you translate them. But some idioms are more international. Look at the
idioms below. Is there a similar expression in your language? Check in the
idioms dictionary whether the meanings are the same.

bury the hatchet

hold out an olive branch

watch sb/sth like a hawk

at lightning speed

hide your light under a bushel

not look a gift horse in the mouth

play with fire

an Achilles heel
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As good as gold?

Match the beginnings and ends of these sayings:

  1 as fresh as
  2 as flat as
  3 as fit as
  4 as quiet as
  5 as dull as
  6 as dry as
  7 as deaf as
  8 as slippery as
  9 as mad as
10 as thin as
11 as cool as
12 as smooth as

C

a) a fiddle
b) a bone
c) an eel
d) a daisy
e) silk
f) a rake
g) a pancake
h) a hatter
i) a cucumber
j) a mouse
k) a post
l) ditchwater
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Idioms call-my-bluff

What do these idioms mean?

Choose the right definition:

1 shoot the breeze
a) aim at something, but miss

b) have a chat

c) dress warmly

2 let the cat out of the bag
a) reveal a secret

b) allow a prisoner to escape

c) behave very badly

3 Hobson’s choice
a) the very best that is available

b) no choice at all

c) the winner in a race

4 be on tenterhooks
a) be in great pain

b) be very happy

c) be tense, waiting to find something out

Now check your answers in the dictionary.

In teams, choose some more idioms from the dictionary and write two
wrong definitions to read out along with the correct one. The other team
has to guess which is the correct definition.
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E

Wacky Wardrobe

We wear clothes to keep us warm – but have you ever thought of the other
uses they have?

Where, for example, could you

keep a secret?
wear your heart?
get hot?
keep something that you’ve achieved?
put your hand?

Use the picture to help you find the idioms, then check them in your
idioms dictionary.

Example: if you keep
something under your hat,
you keep it secret.
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Headline news

Open any English newspaper or magazine, and you will find that the
journalists have used idioms and plays on words to make eye-catching or
amusing headlines. So, a recipe page might be called ‘Pot Luck’, or a
gardening article could be ‘Planting the seeds of success’.

Divide up into teams. Imagine that each team has written a special page for
a magazine. Each team has to write a short introduction to their feature for
the contents page at the front of the magazine. Using some idioms that fit
the subject, write a title and one or two sentences to catch your readers’
attention.

Here are the pages, with some ideas for keywords to look up in the idioms
dictionary:

Cookery
loaf, cheese, omelette, turkey, cooking

Fashion
cap, shoes, coat, button, sock

Gardening
spade, grass, clover, garden

Music
trumpet, chord, song, tune, music

DIY
spanner, nuts, hammer, nail, tacks

Sports
ball, goalposts, wicket, play, pace

Sewing
seams, needle, stitch, threads, button

Travel
transport, flight, track, port, world

F

Putty in
your hands

Ringside seat

Put your
shirt on it

Pot luck

Planting the seeds of success
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Putting two and two together

The missing wotd in each idiom is a number. Look up the idioms in your
dictionary and put the numbers in the boxes to solve the problems.

1

a baker’s
dozen

2

 –  =  +  =  ÷  =  –  = 

                  … cheers for you if you got it right!

Talk ........ to
the dozen

the ........ corners
of the earth

be/have one
over the ........

a ........-horse
race

ninety-nine times
out of ........

 +  =  x  =  x  =  x  = 

Why is the answer a very difficult question?

........ of one and half
a dozen of the other

........ is company

nine to ........on cloud ........
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Small talk

We often use set phrases in conversation. Phrases a) to j) are all idioms that
we use in particular situations. Try to decide which one is the best answer
to each of sentences 1 to 10. When you have matched them up, check
phrases a) to j) in the idioms dictionary to find out whether you identified
the correct situation.

  1 Thank you.

  2 Shall we go out for lunch?

  3 I’ll race you to the corner!

  4 Everything’s so expensive, isn’t it?

  5 How do you do?

  6 Can you pass that dictionary, please?

  7 May I go now?

  8 What’s for dinner?

  9 Can I borrow your car if I’m more
careful this time?

10 Bye, then.

a)   There you are.

     b)   You’re on!

        c)   Very well.

          d)   Wait and see.

           e)   You’re welcome.

           f)   No way!

          g)   See you!

         h)   How do you do?

      i)   You said it!

 j)   Why not?
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Whistle-stop tour of Europe

Look at the map of Europe and use the idioms dictionary to find out what
idioms are connected with the countries and cities marked and the people
who live there. Then use the clues to number the stops and find out your
route around Europe.

1 Start by wishing us the best of luck.

2 In this place, people seem to have all the luck.

3 Take some coals to this city, even if it isn’t necessary.

4 Slip away without permission.

5 Let your imagination run wild – build castles!

6 But be patient – you can’t do everything quickly.

7 It’s all very confusing – you can’t understand.

8 Here you need a drink to give you courage.

9 But still you face the final defeat – this is the end.

Newcastle

NETHERLANDS

Waterloo

FRANCE

SPAIN

IRELAND
BRITAIN

Rome

GREECE
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Be my guest

Six people have been invited to a dinner party. Use these clues and the
idioms connected with their names to work out who sits where.
(Look up the words in bold type in the idioms dictionary if you need some
help! The first one has been done for you.)

For his sake, we’ll put him at the head of the table.

She can sit on his left, even if she is rather plain.

Opposite her, a real character,

and next to him, your uncle.

This chap can sit next to the plain girl. He won’t
mind, he’s always happy.

And at the bottom end of the table – well, before you
can say his name, he’ll be there!

Pete
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Same difference

Find the pairs of idioms that mean roughly the same thing:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

kick your heels

shake like a jelly

go to the dogs

grin and bear it

your heart is in your mouth

bite the bullet

look lively

make it snappy

dead to the world

twiddle your thumbs

go downhill

out for the count
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Take your pick

1 Which of these idioms have to do with failure
and which are to do with success?

a bite the dust e get off to a flying start
b bear fruit f fall flat on your face
c on the crest of a wave g fall on your feet
d come unstuck h on the ropes

2 Which of these idioms have meanings that are
to do with money?

a daylight robbery e get a free hand
b feel the pinch f the penny drops
c that figures g what’s the damage?
d foot the bill h put paid to sth

3 Which of these idioms are used to talk about love?

a head over heels d an old flame
b do a moonlight flit e lose your heart
c the kiss of life f cut it fine

4 Which of these idioms are to do with anger?

a up in arms d have a fit
b lose your rag e hit the roof
c throw a wobbly f in high dudgeon

£ £$ $££ $
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Good Ad, Bad Ad

Look at p A3 of the introduction to the Oxford Learner’s Dictionary of English

Idioms. There you will find idioms used as advertising slogans and names
for businesses. Now look at the list of businesses below and decide which
of the idioms here could apply to them. Look up the meaning of the idiom
and say whether you think that it would be a good idea to use it to advertise
the business, or not.

plumber’s
optician’s
cafe
driving school
garden centre
pet shop
travel agent’s
tobacconist’s
luggage shop
photographer’s

M

hot potato

get the green light

just the ticket

the doghouse

just in case
growing pains

down the drain
before your very eyes

pipe dreams

quick as a flash

Example: Plumbers work with drains, but is ‘down the drain’ a good slogan?
Look up the meaning (be) wasted or lost. Perhaps it’s not a good idea!


